Safety and Efficacy of CT-Guided Transforaminal Cervical Epidural Steroid Injections Using a Posterior Approach

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Image-guided cervical transforaminal epidural injections play an important role in the management of cervical radicular pain syndromes. The safety and efficacy of these injections via an anterolateral approach has been well-studied. The goal of this retrospective review was to determine the safety and efficacy of CT-guided transforaminal epidural injections by using a posterior approach.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Retrospective review of patient records was used to define VNPS and RMDI of patients undergoing CT-guided transforaminal cervical epidural injections between 2006 and 2010. Pain scores were recorded preprocedure, immediately postprocedure, at 2 weeks, and at 2 months. The RMDI was recorded preprocedure, at 2 weeks, and at 2 months. Data analysis of 247 patients was completed. Differences in VNPS scores and the RMDI were then compared on the basis of a CT-guided approach (anterolateral versus posterior).

RESULTS: There was no statistical difference in the degree of pain relief and improvement in the RMDI between the CT-guided transforaminal anterolateral approach and the posterior approach at 2 weeks and at 2 months. Both groups demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in pain scores and the RMDI. Approximately 35% of patients in both groups demonstrated >50% pain relief at 2 months. There were no serious complications in either group.

CONCLUSIONS: CT-guided transforaminal cervical epidural injections by using a posterior approach are safe and effective.

ABBREVIATIONS: CI = confidence interval; EMG = electromyography; MAR = missing at random; RMDI = Roland Morris Disability Index; VNPS = Verbal Numeric Pain Scale

Fluoroscopic- and CT-guided transforaminal epidural steroid injections play a prominent role in the treatment of cervical radicular pain. Typically, these injections are completed via an anterolateral approach. However, numerous publications have reported rare but significant complications by using a fluoroscopic anterolateral approach.¹⁻³ A recent study demonstrated the feasibility of a CT-guided posterior approach to cervical epidural injections.⁴ The aim of this retrospective study was to define the safety and efficacy of a single CT-guided cervical epidural injection by using a posterior approach.

Materials and Methods
The study was completed at a tertiary referral center in the upper Midwest after institutional review board approval. A retrospective electronic chart and radiology review was completed for patients who received cervical transforaminal epidural injections between 2006 and 2010. All patients receiving epidural injections completed a preprocedure study form, which included patient demographics, RMDI, and a VNPS: 0, no pain; ¬10, worst pain of life. Pain scores were defined immediately postprocedure in person and at 2 weeks and 2 months postprocedure by a telephone interview. RMDI was defined at 2 weeks and 2 months postprocedure by telephone interview. Patients with unilateral radicular pain who underwent CT-guided epidural injections were included regardless of the level of cervical radiculopathy or the duration of pain. Patients who received multiple injections within a 2-month period were excluded. Cases were defined by route of entry (anterolateral versus posterior).

Procedure
Preprocedural clinical informed consent was received from all patients. All injections were completed by experienced radiologists trained in CT-guided spine interventions. Physicians were fellowship-trained in neuroradiology or musculoskeletal radiology. Staff experience ranged from 2 years to 25 years, with an average of approximately 10 years’ staff experience in CT-guided procedures. Patients were placed in a supine or prone position on the CT table at the physician’s discretion. Diagnostic CT images were obtained to localize the treatment level by using a standard CT technique. Using CT guidance, a 25-ga spinal needle was placed into the lateral margin of the cervical foramen. Foraminal spread of injectate was confirmed by injection of 1–2 mL of diluted iotinated contrast material (diluted 1 part in 10 with preservative-free normal saline). After confirmation of perianglionic, extradural, and extravascular spread of contrast, 1 mL (20 mg) of lidocaine was infused. After a 2-minute observation period during which the neurologic status was assessed, 1 mL (10 mg) of dexamethasone was infused. Patients were monitored for approximately 30–45 minutes after each procedure and then were discharged.

Statistical Analysis
The primary end point for this study was the longitudinal changes in pain and disability measured by the VNPS and RMDI. Longitudinal model—based values for both variables were obtained at each data-
collection time (preprocedure, postprocedure, 2 weeks, and 2 months) by using a mixed linear model of time points and approach as fixed effects. Contrasts (statistical comparisons of model-based estimates) were configured to represent changes from baseline to 2 weeks postprocedure and baseline to 2 months postprocedure. This analysis was supplemented by using Wilcoxon rank sum scores to compare the pain scores and the RMDI value between anterolateral and posterior locations at each time point.

The percentage of change in pain scores and RMDI were calculated from preprocedure to 2 weeks and 2 months. The percentage of change in pain scores and RMDI were used to examine proportions of patients who achieved >50% improvement, achieved complete relief (defined as a pain score of 0), or did not improve or worsened at each follow-up time point. $x^2$ tests were used to compare outcome proportions by procedural approach. Statistical analyses were conducted by using SAS, Version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina).

## Results

A total of 285 procedures on 266 patients were reviewed, and 38 procedures (19 patients) were excluded from the dataset secondary to receiving multiple epidural steroid injections within 2 months. The final study sample included 247 patients who underwent single injections, including 77 anterolateral and 170 posterior approaches, as presented in Table 1. Preprocedural data were not available for 18 patients (11%), and phone interview follow-up data were unavailable for 75 patients (30%) at 2 weeks’ follow-up and for 127 patients (51%) at 2 months’ follow-up.

VNPS and RMDI decreased statistically from preprocedure to both 2-week and 2-month follow-up times. Table 2 reports the estimated change from baseline in scale units. Pain scores were reduced by 2.0 (95% CI, 1.5–2.4) and 2.1 (95% CI, 1.6–2.6) units at 2 weeks and 2 months, respectively. Similarly for RMDI, significant reductions of 2.5 (95% CI, 1.7–3.3) and 3.6 (95% CI, 2.7–4.5) were identified at 2 weeks and 2 months. Estimated change with time did not depend on the procedural approach (anterolateral or posterior) for VNPS or RMDI.

Table 3 displays the response proportion based on the percentage of change from baseline in the VNPS and RMDI, along with information regarding the availability of data at follow-up. Overall, approximately 35% and 40% of patients who completed follow-up at 2 weeks and 2 months, respectively, achieved >50% reduction in pain scores. Similarly approximately 23% and 35% of patients achieved >50% improvement in the RMDI at 2 weeks and 2 months following the procedure. The VNPS was comparable between the anterolateral and posterior patient cohorts at preprocedure, 2 weeks, and 2 months. Both procedural approaches resulted in similar proportions of at least 50% improvement, complete relief, and nonimprovement or worsening for VNPS and RMDI.

The patients tolerated the procedures well. There were 4 vasovagal reactions in 247 patients. These reactions were equally divided between the anterolateral and posterior groups. None of these reactions necessitated pharmacologic intervention. No other adverse outcomes were reported.

## Sensitivity Analysis for Missing Data

The impact of missing data at 2 weeks and 2 months was examined by using multiple statistical techniques. Baseline VNPS and RMDI were not significantly different between the groups of patients with 2-week data and those without 2-week data (VNPS, $P$ value = .949; RMDI, $P$ value = .975). However, baseline VNPS and RMDI were significantly higher in the patients without 2-month data compared with patients with available 2-month data (VNPS, $P$ value = .002; RMDI, $P$ value < .001). Further analysis of the association of 2-month-data availability with the outcomes of 50% improvement, complete relief, and no improvement or worsening revealed that there was no association with outcomes at 2-week and 2-month missing-data status. This provided evidence that the 2-month missing data were MAR and that the mixed models used to estimate longitudinal changes were unbiased.

## Discussion

CT-guided transforaminal cervical epidural injections by using a posterior approach are safe and effective. The efficacy of these injections is similar to that in previous reports using an anterolateral approach.
Image-guided transforaminal cervical epidural steroid injections have long been a part of the therapeutic approach to cervical radiculopathy.\textsuperscript{5,6} Prospective and retrospective studies have been completed with limited patient enrollment,\textsuperscript{7,8} widely varying results, and varying time periods of follow-up.\textsuperscript{4,9-13} Although studies have been completed that attempted to link successful outcomes to findings on cross-sectional imaging,\textsuperscript{14} EMG findings,\textsuperscript{7} or diagnostic root blocks,\textsuperscript{7} most patients are referred for therapeutic cervical epidural injections with a variety of clinical, radiographic, and electrophysiologic data.

Although fluoroscopy has been the typical image-guided approach to transforaminal procedures, CT guidance is the preferred technique in our radiology practice and previous studies have demonstrated its safety and efficacy.\textsuperscript{4,10,11} Both an anterolateral and posterior approach have been described to access the cervical foramen (Figs 1 and 2). Given reports of complications with the fluoroscopic anterolateral approach\textsuperscript{1,2,15} and wishing to decrease the possibility of inadvertent injection into the vertebral artery or its branches, our group has predominantly completed cervical epidural injections through a posterior approach. The assumption has been that this approach is equally as effective as the anterolateral approach completed under fluoroscopic guidance.

The results of this study support this hypothesis. The decrease in pain levels after epidural injection was statistically significant in both groups and was similar between the anterolateral and posterior approaches (Tables 1–3). The efficacy of both routes of injection was also supported by the statistically significant drop in the RMDI.

Comparison of efficacy with previous studies is difficult because there has been no standard defined for the appropriate number of injections or the period of follow-up.\textsuperscript{4,9-13} Slipman et al\textsuperscript{7} reported a good or excellent result in 60% of 20 patients based on an analysis of pain score, work status, medication use, and patient satisfaction. However, this result was based on patients receiving an average of 2.2 injections and follow-up ranging from 12 to 45 months. Multiple factors could thus have contributed to the overall improvement in these patients above and beyond the epidural therapy. Kolstad et al\textsuperscript{16} also performed multiple injections (\(n = 2\)) and demonstrated \(50\%\) pain relief in 30% of patients at 6 weeks. Cyteval et al\textsuperscript{10} evaluated the pain response of 30 patients who underwent a single CT-guided cervical epidural injection with 6-month follow-up. Eighteen patients (60\%) demonstrated an excellent or good response (>50\% pain reduction).

Various diagnostic tools have been used in an attempt to improve outcomes and localization of the level of cervical radiculopathy. These include the use of EMG, MR imaging, and preprocedural selective nerve blocks.\textsuperscript{8,16,17} Patients in this practice present for treatment after undergoing a variety of diagnostic tools, including CT, MR imaging, and EMG. Patients do not receive diagnostic nerve blocks before epidural injection. All patients referred for therapy have a current

![Fig 1. Anterolateral approach for CT-guided cervical epidural injection. A, Lateral placement of needle tip within the C6-C7 neuroforamen. B, Periganglionic flow and central flow of contrast into the epidural space.](image-url)
In considering the efficacy of the procedure, one can argue that the posterior approach does not allow optimal delivery of medication to the central epidural space because the needle approaches the exiting nerve at an acute angle. It is our observation that most of such injections will remain specific to the target nerve, with perineural flow outlining the dorsal root ganglion but with little penetration to the central epidural space. Hence, this approach is best used when diagnostic information is desired, and the pain pattern is thought to be referable to a specific single nerve. If the superior aspect of the foramen is targeted via a posterior approach, there is typically a fat plane adjacent to the facet joint, which will carry injected contrast and medication into the posterior foramen and ultimately into the epidural space (Fig 2B).

This study is limited by the retrospective nature of the review. To clearly define the efficacy of CT-guided epidural injections by using a posterior approach, a randomized prospective study would be needed. However, this would be a difficult study to perform given the typical levels of pain that patients are experiencing when they present for therapy. Few patients would want to be randomized to the control group. Kallmes et al recently defined the difficulty in recruiting patients when they are in pain and are presented with a therapy that has been defined by the medical community as being effective.19

The study is also limited by the percentage of patient follow-up data at the 2-week and 2-month phone interviews. Sixty percent of patients were contacted at 2 weeks. The longitudinal mixed model was used to include all available data on any patient with at least 1 recorded VNPS or RMDI. The sensitivity analysis provided evidence that the 2-week and 2-month missing data mechanisms (missing completely at random and MAR) can be ignored.20 However, a higher percentage of data retrieval could certainly have resulted in minor changes in overall efficacy measures. An additional limitation of the study is that the small sample size precludes a comprehensive safety assessment. While no serious complications were observed, the upper limit of the 95% CI for the complication rate is as high as 1.2% according to the “rule of 3” (3 divided by the sample size).21

Finally, this study does not define the long-term outcome of cervical epidural injections. It defines the safety and short-term (8 weeks) efficacy of CT-guided transforaminal epidural injections by using a posterior approach in a patient population referred from multispecialty providers without restrictions on preprocedural evaluation. Different levels of efficacy could be defined if the patient population was restricted by specific preprocedural testing. Those studies may warrant future investigation.

Conclusions

CT-guided transforaminal cervical epidural injections by using a posterior approach are safe and effective. The efficacy of these injections is similar to that defined at 2 weeks and at 2 months by using the anterolateral approach in this study. The efficacy is also comparable with previous reports in the literature by using CT guidance or fluoroscopic guidance for transforaminal cervical epidural steroid administration.
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